ABSTRACT. An zV-manifold is a triple (M, m, e) where M is a compact connected triangulable manifold without boundary, e e M, and m : M X M -* M i s a map such that m{x, e) = m(e, x) = x for all x e M. Define m.: M -M to be the identity map and, for k > 2, define zzz,: M -' M by m,(x) = m(x, zzi,_.(x)). It is proven that if (M, m, e) is an //-manifold, then M is simply-connected if and only if given k > 1 there exists a multiplication m on M homotopic to 222 such that m.<x) = e implies x = e for all ;' < k.
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Throughout this paper, manifold will mean a compact connected triangulable manifold without boundary.
We define an H-manifold to be a triple ÍM, m, e) where Given an H-manifold ÍM, m, e), define 272 : M -► M to be the identity map and, for ze > 2, define 272,: M->M by m Ax) = mix, 722, ,(*)). If m Ax) = y, then x is a &th root of y. Denote euclidean space by R", the origin in R" by 0, and the distance from (ii) g = f2 outside of 2B", (iii) |/j(x)| < |g(x)| for x£B" -W.
Proof. Define g(0) = 0 and g(x) = /2(x) if |x| > 2. Otherwise, let Then there exists a map f : U -► R" such that
Define /': U -* Rn by setting f'ixQ) = gixQ), f'ix) = fix) fot dix. xQ) > 2e and (***). , C(m ., m .) is finite if 1< i < j < k -1.
The strategy of the proof is to modify the multiplication 272 through homotopies so that (**). is satisfied, then in addition (***)fe is satisfied, and finally (*)¿+1
is satisfied as well.
Step (**)fe. Applying Lemma 3 with fy = rn^_x and f2 = 722^, there is a map Step (***),. We assume that 722 is a multiplication on M satisfying (* We now further assume that for some 1 < r < k -1 we have (***)k(r) C(m{, m^l is finite for 1 < i < r -1.
We treated the case (* **),(2) in the previous paragraph.-Since (***),(k) = (***),, it remains to establish the induction step. Stepi*), We now assume that the multiplication 272 on M satisfies (*)¿, (**), and (***),. By Proposition 4 of [l], since M is simply-connected there is a map g: M ->M homotopic to m, such that g~ ie) = e. By Lemma 7, we may assume that g = 222, on vJ.^, C(t72 ., 722,) and that the homotopy is coincidencepreserving on that set. The application of Lemma 6 completes the proof.
